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I saw a friend this week--let’s call him Johnny. I met Johnny when we were four years 

old. Our moms connected us through the local homeschooling group, and as four-year-olds do, 

we became fast friends. I have a lot of memories with Johnny; he was my favorite friend for my 

whole childhood. He was always so cool, and I often felt like I needed to push myself just to 

keep up with him. We’re both attending NAU now and we’d been given the same move-in week. 

I texted him a few days after I moved in to find out when he was arriving. He said he would be 

here late Friday afternoon. “Cool man. See you soon.” He replied with “Bet Bet.” Clearly, he 

was still way cooler than me.  

I have a lot of memories with Johnny. I remember being eight and feeling very strongly 

that he was my best friend, something that felt very important at the time. I remember telling him 

this, and I remember his response, “Yeah, I get that a lot,” he said offhandedly, scaling a tree. 

That’s always what Johnny was like, moving, climbing, bothering someone. He was like a 

chihuahua on speed that was stuck in permanent older-brother mode. And he always had a smile 

like Michael Jordan. I don’t know what that means, he just did. He was always a boy’s boy. If it 

was violent, gross, or a gun, he loved it. He was watching Friday the 13th at nine. When I was 

eleven, I had panic attacks from watching Slenderman videos on YouTube.  

It was Sunday morning now, two days since he moved in, and I still hadn’t asked if he 

wanted to get lunch. Why? It had only been three and a half years, or was it four? It’s not like we 

had a huge fight; we just grew apart. He went to high school, while I stayed homeschooled. My 

trepidation was partly due to seeing this as a personal referendum on how much people can really 



change--with the meeting itself predicating an answer that I badly wanted to be, “People can 

change a lot.” On the one hand, I don’t want him to have changed, I want him to be the same old 

Johnny that would run up to me shouting my name with a Nerf sword in his hand. On the other 

hand, if he’s truly escaped the grasp of who he was, then maybe I have too. God, wouldn’t that 

be great? Because what a shithead I was, in general but also to Johnny. When we were fifteen it 

became a joke among the guys that Johnny was short. He had a delayed growth spurt and while 

the rest of us weren’t fielding calls from the NBA, we were taller than he was, and that was 

enough to belittle. It was easy to make Johnny the butt of the joke. He was an agitator, would act 

without thinking, and most importantly, he was too proud to admit that something had hurt him. 

And God could he be annoying.  

I don’t hold any of that against him now though, hell, I’m not proud of anything about 

who I was at fifteen. I was profoundly and pathetically insecure. I thought that being edgy was 

the same as being witty, and I actively tried to come off as an aloof asshole because I thought 

that’s what being cool was. I would try so desperately to have the best put-down that I forsook 

timing, audience, and whether or not I was punching down. I hesitate to say I was a bully--bullies 

have contempt for other people, while I just had contempt for myself. Really I was just feigning 

the kind of confidence I so badly wanted to have. But who was I kidding? I didn’t have the 

confidence to be an unrepentant douchebag, I couldn't even muster up the courage to ask my 

friends if they wanted to hang out with me. Maybe that’s why Johnny and I drifted apart, a 

combination of my lacking self-confidence and the obnoxious guise I adopted to hide it. 

 Sunday afternoon, I finally sent the text, and we decided to meet up at the cafeteria. It’s 

strange trying to recognize someone you haven’t seen in years out of a sea of masked strangers. 

You end up having to guess at a lot of things about how they look now, their build, their clothes, 



how they walk. All of this informed by nothing more than gossip, curated instagram posts, and 

the fading memory of a friend from nearly half a decade ago. Finally I spot a pair of eyes that 

feel unyieldingly familiar. “Johnny?” I said. “Oh hey, what’s up man?” an unexpectedly deep 

voice replies lackadaisically. What’s up with the tone? Is he high? Bored? Or is the forced pitch I 

hear in his voice just him trying too hard to seem cool? We grab our food, sit down, and start 

talking. Just talking, not catching up. No talk of the good old days, friends from back in Tucson, 

or our family. Just school talk. From the outside looking in you could easily think we had only 

known each other for a few hours, days at the most. But from the inside I felt a certain 

familiarity, a mostly forgotten rhythm of what would make him laugh and when. And now that I 

saw him without his mask I also started to physically connect the person sitting in front of me to 

my closest friend of ten years. His eyes were the same, medium brown and deep set. But his hair 

no longer fell carelessly down the sides of his head. Now it was short on the sides and spiky on 

top, holding resolutely with the aid of some hair product. And he still had the same Michael 

Jordan smile, and I still don’t know what that means. 

 As we talk, I can’t tell if the subdued way he’s carrying himself is chemically induced, 

emotional, or performative. Either way, the old Johnny is definitely gone. The person I’m talking 

to is mature, he has an idea of what he wants to do in life and why, his sense of humor has 

evolved, and he’s a better storyteller. Despite this, I still miss the old Johnny. Not that I wanted 

to spend the afternoon with a thirteen year old talking about dank memes, but there was 

something about Johnny that seemed sad that day. I knew from mutual friends that the last few 

years hadn’t been easy for him. His home life had been deteriorating, he got into a fist fight with 

an ex's new boyfriend, he started smoking, he shoplifted for the thrill of it.  



As we parted at the end of the afternoon, I felt conflicted. My best friend from four to 

fourteen was definitely gone and not coming back, and I’m not sure if the person in his place is 

someone I’ll ever really connect with again. But I also felt a new and indescribable kind of relief. 

If four years was enough time for one of my closest friends to grow into a near stranger, then it’s 

been more than enough time for me to grow past and forgive who I was at fifteen. 


